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About This Content

BlackSpot Entertainment  needs your support to deliver the best FPS online game to Steam community possible.
We created Premium Pack I to make sure our appreciation shows in the contents.

Premium Pack I contains many permanent items and exclusive items.
Here are brief description of each items. All items are permanent except boosters.

* Rare M4A1 Rapor, Rare L115A5 Precision with your own exclusive IGN on the dog-tags.

* Dragunov, P90, AK-74, Famas G2, M60E4

* Artyom Volkov, Jared Sailor, Mei Hua characters.

* Stechkin APS

* Down Range.

* 100,000 GPs

* 1200 Gems ($12 value)

* Two EXP Booster (50% for 30 days)
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* Three GP Booster (50% for 30 days)

We really hope you guys like what you see.

Cheers!
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Title: Line of Sight - Premium Pack I
Genre: Action
Developer:
BlackSpot Entertainment
Publisher:
BlackSpot Entertainment
Release Date: 8 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual Core 2.0GHz from Intel or AMD 2.0GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8600/9600GT, ATI/AMD Radeon HD2600/3600

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Korean,Portuguese,Russian
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The game is good...this pack was a lie...the game is almost dead it seems...
I bought this as a founder pack, with the intention that this pack was going off-sale at a later date, much like other people.
Now I see that during the founder faze it was "Maybe?" a bit cheaper (thinking $10-$20 USD cheaper?) maybe not...point is it's
now been re-named premium pack 1 and the only difference (other than possible price) that I can see is that founders got a
special animated profile avatar pic that was already in the game as an un-animated pic...This pack is worth it if it's on sale or if
your a collector. really the only reason I'm giving this a negative review is because this was a lie...
much like the cake...at least the cake was free and you got an achievement.. Shows up as "founders pack" in the Steam library.
The only difference between this and the pre-release founder purchases is an in-game animated profile avatar and the price.

So if you missed out on being a true founder with a .gif for an avatar, this has literally everything else they got - the animated
weapon skins and the M4A1 and L115A5 cosmetic variants. Multiple other permanent weapons and three characters as well. All
but the unique weapon skins are available in-game without buying the package, though they'll likely cost you more. Bit pricey,
costing more than a AAA game but if you do plan on playing LoS and have the money on hand I'd recommend picking it up to
save a lot of time grinding GP, as well as real money should you choose to purchase the individual items with gems in-game.. i
like the fact that the sniper is more stable and feels different but i had high hopes in the raptor , but the raptor is as good as any
other guns so , saying that i hope you guys actually improve on the gun becuase it cost alot of money .. ITS A GOOD
STARTING PACKAGE BUT WILL THE DEVELOPERS OFFER THE FOUNDERS MORE ITEMS\/WEAPONS
EXCLUSIVE FOR FOUNDERS ONLY OR AT LEAST A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF GEMS A MONTH FOR LIFE FOR
JUST BEING A FOUNDER? THE GAME IS AMAZING AND I WOULD LOVE IT IF FOUNDERS GOT PERKS. The
game is good...this pack was a lie...the game is almost dead it seems...
I bought this as a founder pack, with the intention that this pack was going off-sale at a later date, much like other people.
Now I see that during the founder faze it was "Maybe?" a bit cheaper (thinking $10-$20 USD cheaper?) maybe not...point is it's
now been re-named premium pack 1 and the only difference (other than possible price) that I can see is that founders got a
special animated profile avatar pic that was already in the game as an un-animated pic...This pack is worth it if it's on sale or if
your a collector. really the only reason I'm giving this a negative review is because this was a lie...
much like the cake...at least the cake was free and you got an achievement.. i like the fact that the sniper is more stable and feels
different but i had high hopes in the raptor , but the raptor is as good as any other guns so , saying that i hope you guys actually
improve on the gun becuase it cost alot of money .. Guys Keep Going !!!!. Bought as Founder Pack with the intention that it was
to be removed when the game went free to play.

Now it's free-to-play and has been rebranded Premium Pack I.

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you, Blackspot.. Originally sold as the "founders pack" with the promise that it would be for sale
untille the game went free to play they then re-named it premium pack 1 and straight up gave is false promises. So we support
the damn game, then get stabbed in the back. Blackspot eat a bag of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665you lying
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
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ITS A GOOD STARTING PACKAGE BUT WILL THE DEVELOPERS OFFER THE FOUNDERS MORE
ITEMS\/WEAPONS EXCLUSIVE FOR FOUNDERS ONLY OR AT LEAST A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF GEMS A MONTH
FOR LIFE FOR JUST BEING A FOUNDER? THE GAME IS AMAZING AND I WOULD LOVE IT IF FOUNDERS GOT
PERKS. i like the fact that the sniper is more stable and feels different but i had high hopes in the raptor , but the raptor is as
good as any other guns so , saying that i hope you guys actually improve on the gun becuase it cost alot of money .. Worst
decision in my gaming life, do not even think about it

 save your money. Good visualized camos. I love this product. Animated skins are awesome.. Shows up as "founders pack" in
the Steam library. The only difference between this and the pre-release founder purchases is an in-game animated profile avatar
and the price.

So if you missed out on being a true founder with a .gif for an avatar, this has literally everything else they got - the animated
weapon skins and the M4A1 and L115A5 cosmetic variants. Multiple other permanent weapons and three characters as well. All
but the unique weapon skins are available in-game without buying the package, though they'll likely cost you more. Bit pricey,
costing more than a AAA game but if you do plan on playing LoS and have the money on hand I'd recommend picking it up to
save a lot of time grinding GP, as well as real money should you choose to purchase the individual items with gems in-game..
Originally sold as the "founders pack" with the promise that it would be for sale untille the game went free to play they then re-
named it premium pack 1 and straight up gave is false promises. So we support the damn game, then get stabbed in the back.
Blackspot eat a bag of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665you lying \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. The
purpose why i paid 70 bucks to support your game because i saw the growing potential of your game concepts from any FSP
franchise. its your time to prove them wrong.

combat arms will die off due to their lack of hospitality for SEA players.
call of duty will die off due to their lack of customisation concepts.
battlefield will die off due to over-charge season pass and server ping kicking issues.

what you are lack off now is to grow your full customisation of all weapons, armor and skills, including nades and mines.
increase your weapon inventory more than combat arms,
increase players weapon slots to get back-packs for more nades and mines to use.
customise stocks for guns and reduce prices for their rental.

players are expected to equip 3 paras, 1 rocket launcher, 2 nades and 3 mines to stomp zombie wars and set booby traps in map
for future. that will be more fun for more players. :)
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